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Abstract—There are many opportunities to improve E-Learning web-based applications with regard to continue challenges e.g. their lack of interaction between teachers and students and structural evaluation of the presented learning activity. In this paper, E-Learning system web server log data and information about its control panel are provided; then the gathered data were preprocessed. After extracting association rules form these data and selecting results using more confidence coefficients, they were used as a virtual consultant for improving the E-Learning system. MySQL was used as the database for storing and extracting patterns. Extracting association rules with more confidence coefficients was done using Weka Software. The selected E-Learning web application was Moodle and the virtual university case study was Iran University of Science and Technology. The obtained results showed the needs which cannot be granted by a human consultant easily and cannot be inferred from current application log directly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, the World Wide Web is one of the most important media for collecting, sharing and distributing information. Specifically, in higher education, web-based technologies facilitate the distribution of findings. Web-based education provides various fortunes and possibilities for educational courses such as [1, 2]:

- Supporting almost every classroom activity
- Facilitating interaction and feedback

- Supporting various types of learning: Associative learning, Discussion-based learning, Student-based learning and Source-based Learning
- Making time and location flexible
- Overcoming limitation on the number of classroom participants
- Sharing and reusing resources

Special systems that are designed for managing and tracking learners, course design, evaluation, etc. are called Learning Management Systems or LMS. In spite of their advantages, LMSs suffer from specific
aspects of performance decrease. Thus, it is necessary to make them productive and achieve the maximum benefit of their potential as well as having a good understanding of their defects in order to increase their performance efficiency.

One of the most important defects of LMSs with regard to professors and teachers is the lack of close student-educator relationship. Educators cannot track and evaluate all user activities and course structure and its effects on the learning process. Users may not also be able to state their reason of unwillingness to work with the system during interaction, which leads to system inefficiency [2, 3].

It is clear that LMS, as a web application, needs a special web server platform to run on, and to be accessible via the Internet. IIS (Internet Information Service), from Microsoft, and open-source Apache, are the most common web servers today [4]. Log files of such web servers provide a collection of raw data about user behavior while browsing the web, e.g. resource referring pattern and its usage. Some E-learning applications like Moodle also provide comprehensive logs form user usage of the system and his or her behavior. These data can be used for several purposes such as data mining, which is the idea of this paper. Using data mining over web server log files has many advantages as follows:

- Professors can track and evaluate students’ E-learning process and find most frequent browsing patterns of students with respect to the presented courses, which enables professors to find their course structure performance.
- Desired activities and resources help personalize E-learning environment for students.
- Webmaster (Website administrator) is informed of the performance parameters such as pages with errors, web server normal traffic and required CPU usage for the web server, etc. and can make users more satisfied by applying desirable changes.
- Stockholders are more informed of user behavior; hence, they organize human and academic resources and try to improve E-learning services.

The data provided from web servers or E-learning software logs are raw and stockholders and students do not know much about extractable information and the relationship among different parts of them. This paper attempts to extract associative relationships from raw log files of E-learning web servers using data mining techniques. Examples from the extracted rules that can be used for advising students are as follows:

\[
\text{IF (Browser} = \text{IE6 AND Entrance Time} = \text{Night AND Gender} = \text{Female) THEN Grade} = 15
\]

\[
\text{IF (Occupation} = \text{Staff AND Entrance Time} = \text{Night AND Gender} = \text{Male) THEN Grade} = 9
\]

\[
\text{IF (Grade} = 12–15 AND Gender = Male) THEN Website Options = Weak
\]

Clearly, not every extracted rule is useful. The extracted rules should be filtered and prioritized based on their value and usability.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Many works have been done so far to improve web-based E-learning systems. Clustering methods have focused on categorizing learners based on common attributes [5]. Learners are clustered according to their learning styles and results are used for improving educational level. [6] grouped questions and exams based on students’ answering styles. Also, [7] categorized learners based on their web site entrance time. Paper results show that noticeable achievements have been achieved via clustering.

Prediction is another common method that can forecast the value of a specific field using educational data. Student reaction was predicted against learning policies in [8] while, in [9], students’ final grades were foreseen and [10] predicted success ratio of E-learners in LMSs.

Associative rules try to extract rules from relations among the data. This method was used in [11] in order to make related recommendations for students. [12] also used associative rules for troubleshooting and giving recommendations for students in learning contexts. Another related work in [13] tried to investigate the relations among learner behaviors using associative rules extracted by data mining.

III. METHOD

Most resources have a 3-step process for mining web server log files [2,14,15]:

1. Preprocessing
2. Pattern mining
3. Pattern analysis

Raw data available from the present investigated E-learning application log file is usually diverse and incomplete; and it is difficult to use them directly for useful pattern acquisition. Not all of them are necessarily useful for improving LMS functionality. These logs are stored in MySql tables including information such as time, date, client IP address, server name, server port number, user authentication, exact name and address of accessed resources on the web server, request status like success, failure or redirect, bytes sent, bytes received, HTTP protocol version, client browser type and version, etc [16].

Such data need preprocessing and filtering to be used in the data mining process. Web server log data cleaning takes around 80% to 95% of time and effort of the preprocessing phase (Fig. 1) [1].

The method presented here for extracting rules is based on the following state chart diagram (Fig. 2). In this paper, data storage is done using MySql and preprocessing is done by Weka. Weka is also used for finding associative rules and investigating confidence values.
Two steps should be passed in order to collect required data from Moodle database:

1. Selecting suitable fields
2. Filling an abstract table

At the first step, it is necessary for a data miner to select meaningful tables from among the large number of Moodle database tables and separate the required properties from each table. The most important tables used for this paper are mdl_chat, mdl_forum, mdl_forum_posts, dl_fossions, and mdl_user.

The second step should include collecting and integrating several types of student information from different tables. This leads to data mining facilitation and cleaning, especially for the following steps. It was done for the fields in Table 2 and these fields were used for finding associative rules. Finally, they were integrated into a single table by means of SQL commands.

Although information was available from 800 students in 50 courses corresponding to different Moodle courses in Iran University of Science and Technology (IUST), only 4 courses and 200 students were selected because of their higher number of Moodle activities.

V. DATA CLEANING

There are three main tasks for data cleaning: deletion of noise data, data digitalization and field type converting. Noise data are the ones with big variance. They are far from society mean and they are not suitable for data mining. So, they are removed from the system. For example, if there are 15 to 20 units for 95% of student registrations and a small number of them currently have 5 to 8 units, then these students should be removed.

Digitalization is another important task. Data are organized based on some specified rules. Categories with few numbers of data entries should be deleted because they have explicit differences with other normal data. In this paper, presence time at web application is divided to 3 zones of low, medium and high.

The last step is done in order to identify and correct data errors and inconsistency and increase data quality for performing data mining operations. Data errors may be a result of syntax errors, wrong data or null values. Duplicate and repeated entries should also be removed to provide a better data set. Fig. 4 shows Weka output on data dispersal. Horizontal axis represents different parts of website such as courses, forums, blogs, etc. Each color represents a special action in its area. The data far from the center of focus was considered noise and should be deleted. For example, black arrow in Fig. 4 is pointing to the message part of website and red color displays delete action. Thus, it can be inferred that a few number of users have used the delete action on messages; hence, this small number of users do not affect the data mining process and should be deleted. The data pointed with blue arrow in Fig. 2 also show a special one which is far from its center and is not suitable for data mining; thus it is better to be ignored.

IV. DATA PREPARATION

A. Data Collection

The present method has generality in working with any web server log files; but, since the current E-learning software was appropriate for case study and its options for logging were extensive, its log file was used which was created directly using the E-learning software itself. Moodle, as the selected E-learning software for this study, is an open-source learning course management system to help educators create effective online learning communities. Moodle keeps detailed logs of all activities done by students including keeping track of what materials students have accessed. Moodle logs every click that students make for navigational purposes and has a modest built-in log viewing system (see Fig. 3). Log files can be filtered based on course, participant, date and activity.
Table 1: Important Moodle Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mdl_user</td>
<td>Information on all users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdl_user_students</td>
<td>Information on all students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdl_log</td>
<td>Logs every user's action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdl_assignment</td>
<td>Information about each assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sstf</td>
<td>Information on assignments submitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdl_chat_s</td>
<td>Information on all chatrooms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl_chat_users</td>
<td>Which users are in which rooms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl_choice</td>
<td>Information on all choices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdl_glossary</td>
<td>Information on all glossaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdl_survey</td>
<td>Information on all surveys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdl_wiki</td>
<td>Information on all wikis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdl_forum</td>
<td>Information on all forums.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdl_forum_posts</td>
<td>Stores all posts to the forums.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl_fossions</td>
<td>Stores all courses discussions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdl_message</td>
<td>Stores all current messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>message_readmdl_quiz</td>
<td>Stores all read messages. Information about all quizzes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Fields selected for this paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Student Identification Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Time</td>
<td>Time duration of being active at web site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Number of topics posted on website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Number of searches in website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archive</td>
<td>Times course archives are visited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual</td>
<td>Times the user participates in Virtual Courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Times course resources are visited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum</td>
<td>Times the forum is viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Times homeworks are referred to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in n</td>
<td>Number of nighttime visits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in m</td>
<td>Number of daytime visits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Final grade at related course.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. EXTRACTING APPROPRIATE PATTERNS

Virtual learning environments make several explicit and implicit problems for learners. Extracted patterns can be helpful in solving many student problems with E-Learning web-based applications. As explained later, some results of this paper are not discoverable easily from E-learning web application interface and normal usage by means of human factor. Also some other result rules is more important than their system stockholders my think or predict.

After collecting data from different resources and cleaning and making them consistent, it is necessary to extract associative, implicit and hidden rules. Finding association rules means discovering relations between attributes and their values from a database as follows [17]:

IF <Some conditions are true> THEN <Predict value for other related attributes>

After the “IF” statement, “Antecedent” is called, and after the “THEN” statement, “Consequent” is called. Metrics used for finding associative rules normally have the following features:

1. Support count: Adjusted records qualify all the condition rules.
2. Comprehensibility: Number of existing attributes for a rule.

Such algorithms have two phases:

1. Finding frequent item sets
2. Making minimum confidence

Finding minimum support and minimum confidence parameters is also another difficulty of these algorithms.

After performing Apriori algorithm on existing data, 200 rules with different confidence coefficients were extracted. Then 35 rule were selected out of the
rules whose their confidence coefficient was greater than 60.

Some of the selected rules that were extracted by Apriori algorithm using Weka are shown below:

If (time=h and Source=m and Forum=h) then grade=c
Accuracy: 0.70

This rule shows that if being active at the website takes long and student visits many forums, and if his or her course of study resources is at a medium level, then her or his grade will be between 10 and 15 out of 20.

If (virtual=m and source=l and search=m) then grade=b
Accuracy: 0.80

According to this extracted rule, if students’ presence at a virtual class is at a medium level and its resources of study are rare, and the search level is high, then the final grade will be between 10 and 15.

If (time in n=h and virtual=m) then Forum=h
Accuracy: 0.60

This rule defines the high access level to forums for students with a long-time activity at night and average class attendance.

If (assignment=m and post=h and timein=h) time in m=l

According to this rule, if students’ are active during the night and the number of posts they send is high, while their homework review is average, then their daytime reference rate is low.

Here, only some examples of extracted rules are briefly presented while several extra examples can be shown with complete results. Clearly, inferences of rules also depend on the responsive point of view.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

A new method was presented for virtually consulting electronic learners based on data mining algorithms and raw log data available from an E-learning web-based application web server. Some hidden and implicit conclusions were made available that helped learners and stockholders to use the system better or change it and make it more useful. Guidelines are mostly a combination of E-learning control panel options and user behaviors. Another feature of the findings of this paper is their capability of being used in analyzing the feasibility of E-learning web-based applications options. All cleaning, data preparation and rule extraction steps were done using Weka.

Future works can include more accurate predictions and information by prioritizing selected attributes for data mining and selecting and using more important ones.
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